
Atlantic Ocean : 300km from Toulouse / 3h00 of drive

PRODUCTION IN TOULOUSE

ABOUT TOULOUSE : Toulouse is the 4th 
biggest city of France, it is located in the south-
west, in the Haute-Garonne county and is also 
the administrative capital of Occitanie region. 
Toulouse is named the « ville rose » (pink town) 
because of its red clay bricks traditional 
buildings. Toulouse is known to be the 
European capital of the aeronautic and spatial 
industries as well as the 1st student city.

Toulouse and more broadly the South of France are suitable areas for production because of its various biomes and 
its diversity of landscapes. Toulouse is ideally located thanks to its proximity from mountains, ocean, sea and lands.
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Mediterranean Sea : 150km from Toulouse / 1h40 of drive

Pyrenees : 150km from Toulouse / 1h40 of drive
Carcassonne : 100km from Toulouse / 1h00 of drive
Causse du Larzac : 260km from Toulouse / 2h30 of drive



TOULOUSE : Toulouse is an old town made with red 
bricks crossed by the Garonne. There is plethora of 
ancient buildings adopting a neoclassical, empire and 
haussmanian architecture.



MODERN ARCHITECTURE IN TOULOUSE : Alongside its classic architecture 
buildings, Toulouse has plenty of modern and colorful locations.



INDIVIDUAL VILLA AROUND TOULOUSE : South of France offers different individual 
locations suiting for production and advertising.



SURROUNDINGS OF TOULOUSE : Toulouse’s countryside is full of agricultural lands 
bringing incredible colors and natural patterns. There is a multitude of different fields 
coated with sunflowers, lavenders, wheat and other colorful plants.

AROUND TOULOUSE : As an aeronautic hub, Toulouse 
has an incredible range of gigantic warehouse and interiors 
made for planes that can be used for productions.



CARCASSONNE : Carcassonne is a medieval city not far from Toulouse 
offering incredible roads around grape fields next to the castle. « La Cité 
de Carcassonne » is classified as a UNESCO world heritage.

CAUSSE DU LARZAC : We can find these beautiful lands reminding the great 
landscapes in the movies, this area is also classified as a UNESCO world heritage. 
This endless and uncharted place shelter an incredible fauna and flora.



PYRENEES :  Between Toulouse and Spain, there is the Pyrenees, this mountain range 
brings spectacular landscapes to produce content on sinuous roads, Depending on the 
season, this environment presents totally different moods that allows limitless possibilities.



ATLANTIC OCEAN : The Atlantic ocean is bordered with incredible beaches struck by 
huge waves and forests of pine trees following winding roads. These sunny places are 
close to the Basque country that also has beautiful oceanic landscapes.

MEDITERRANEAN SEA : The Mediterranean sea offers 
a large array of landscapes like long white sand beaches 
and fields of dry bushes.
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